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Abstract: The ethics of the fast fashion industry have been called into question with the emergence of new consumption paradigms, such as anti-consumerism and sustainable consumption. This study aims to explore the conceptual structure of fast fashion avoidance beliefs that have led to the anti-consumption of fast fashion. Data were collected from female consumers aged between 20 and 39 years with experiences of purchasing fast fashion brands in Korea and Spain. The structure of avoidance beliefs was compared through second-order factor analysis, and the data were analyzed using multiple regression. The structure of avoidance beliefs showed satisfactory validity and reliability in Korea, whereas deindividuation and foreignness were not included as negative beliefs in Spain. An analysis of the association between negative beliefs and anti-consumption showed that deindividuation and foreignness had positive effects on the anti-consumption of fast fashion in Korea. In Spain, poor performance and irresponsibility had positive effects, while overly trendy style had a negative effect on the anti-consumption of fast fashion. These findings contribute to the literature on anti-fast fashion consumption as part of the ethical apparel consumption movements. We can understand global consumers’ anti-consumption of fast fashion, diagnose the current status of fast fashion in the global market, and even suggest future directions for fast fashion retailers.
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1. Introduction

The term “fast fashion” refers to low-price clothes that move from the catwalk to a mass market by replicating current luxury fashion trends [1]. Fast fashion is characterized by a short lead-time, mass production, and quick inventory turnarounds, with up-to-date merchandise produced bi-weekly [2–4]. It also enables consumers to obtain satisfaction with affordable and on-trend clothing pieces that replicate their fashionable counterparts at low prices, thereby fostering hyper-consumption [1, 4]. Despite the advantages for consumers, fast fashion has been criticized for its contribution to social and environmental hazards, such as poor working conditions in developing countries, intellectual property concerns, toxic chemical pollution, and carbon dioxide emission [1,5–7]. Fast fashion, which is supposed to present new styles in a store every week with cheap prices, also embodies a fast-response system that encourages disposability [5]. Fast fashion enables consumers to purchase new styles easily and dispose outdated clothes at a rapid rate [8,9]. The Rana Plaza incident in 2013 has had a critical effect on the way many consumers perceive the fast fashion industry. The tragic deaths of 1136 sewing
workers were known to global consumers, and have resulted in greater awareness of inhumane labor conditions and unethical firm practices [10,11]. This incident gave rise to the global fashion revolution movement that promotes an anti-fashion agenda through the fashion revolution week [12].

Such increasing awareness of the societal and environmental potential effects of the fast fashion industry has led consumers to “vote” with their purchase by making more informed purchasing decisions and avoiding products manufactured or distributed by an unethically perceived company [13,14]. An industry-wide movement toward ethical practice and legitimizing the role of unethical fast fashion has been occurring in the fashion marketplace [15]. Besides, given the emergence of new consumption paradigms, such as anti-consumerism, eco-friendliness, and ethical consumption, some consumers have become disillusioned with thoughtless consumption and its side effects on society [7]. The terms “anti-consumerism”, “sustainable consumption”, and “ethical consumption” are often used to describe consumers’ behaviors associated with consumer resistance, boycotting, anti-cultural movements, and non-consumption [16].

As a result, many fast fashion retailers have been exerting efforts to attract consumer attention with sustainable strategies in terms of production, distribution, supply stages, and marketing. For instance, C&A, fast retailing, Inditex, and other apparel companies have joined the Accord and the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety [17] in response to media and consumer sentiments towards fair labor wages and conditions, contributing to charities and protecting the environment [14]. Specifically, in 2018, “Uniqlo” announced a new environmental policy that includes five areas for sustainable action: climate change, energy efficiency, water stewardship, waste management and resource efficiency, and chemical management [18]. H&M has already started its sustainable action through the Conscious Collection, which uses organic materials. Moreover, H&M also announced plans to replace all its materials and products with renewable or sustainable materials by 2030 through its Conscious Collection [19]. However, is this series of attempts by fast fashion retailers enough to change consumers’ minds? The question remains open, and few studies have explored it [20]; thus, we have limited information to diagnose the effectiveness of sustainable strategies by fast fashion retailers from a consumer perspective. The majority of previous studies on anti-fast fashion have focused on consumers’ attitudes and behaviors toward sustainability rather than on anti-consumption itself; even recent studies have also focused on these areas. For example, Blazquez et al. [4] examined consumer intentions toward sustainable fashion in the Spanish fashion industry, while Blasi et al. [21] explored the correlation between eco-friendliness and fashion brands’ perceptual attribute (e.g., luxury, high, and fast fashion brands) using Twitter data. Stringer et al. [20] investigated the effect of consumer values and ethical concern within the fast fashion industry on purchase intentions toward fast fashion. Noh and Mortimer [22] revealed apparel brands’ sustainability efforts on consumers’ brand loyalty with three different brand types, including fast fashion brands. Besides this, several studies have focused on consumer behavior, which highlights the gap between perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors toward fast fashion brands [4,23,24]. Many previous studies that have dealt with the sustainability concern in the textile and apparel industry were linked with fast fashion issues because a fast fashion brand is regarded as the main player in fostering the footprint of fashion industry in terms of the overconsumption of products. However, limited studies have explored consumers’ anti-fast fashion behaviors. Consumers’ anti-fast fashion or fast fashion avoidance behaviors are different concepts that should be distinct from either a low preference for fast fashion or a high preference for slow fashion [25]. That is, knowing what consumers do not want is just as valuable as knowing what they want. Although fast fashion brands still make a profit and ranked high in terms of worldwide revenue in 2019 [26], a new movement that challenges the fast fashion paradigm has emerged. In this regard, we need to explore why people are reluctant to purchase and consume fast fashion to understand the current status and suggest prospects for the fast fashion industry in the future. The purpose of the current study is to explore global consumers’ anti-fast fashion consumption. Specifically, the objectives of this study are twofold. First, this study attempts to reconfirm the conceptual structure of fast fashion avoidance beliefs in Korea and Spain by using the conceptual structure proposed by Kim et al. [25].
Second, this study tests empirically the effects of fast fashion avoidance beliefs on anti-fast fashion consumption in both countries. The choice of the two countries is appropriate in reconfirming and generalizing the conceptual structure of fast fashion avoidance beliefs because they have similar economic status in terms of their gross domestic product (GDP) and purchasing power parity (PPP). They are also similar in terms of sales volume and fashion industry value [27,28]. However, they also have distinctively different cultures as Asian and Western countries. Korea has a collectivist-oriented culture, while Spain has a Catholic-influenced individualism culture [29]. In addition, the role of fast fashion retailers may differ in the two countries. Spain is an origin country where fast fashion brands such as ZARA and MANGO were first launched, and fast fashion retailers in Spain are common and easily seen everywhere. However, fast fashion retailers in Korea are imported from abroad, mainly Spain, and well established in the country. Thus, Korean consumers may have less accumulated experience or knowledge regarding fast fashion compared to Spanish consumers. In this regard, we raise two research aims: (1) to examine the conceptual structure of fast fashion avoidance beliefs in Korea and Spain and (2) to identify the effects of negative beliefs on the anti-consumption behavioral intention for fast fashion in Korea and Spain. Young consumers in particular exhibited the paradox of sustainable fashion [30], in which consumers favor fast fashion (i.e., the anti-sustainable brand) and sustainable consumption simultaneously. Thus, this study also can help to address this sustainable fashion paradox by identifying why young consumers in Korea and Spain avoid fast fashion.

The current study contributes to the literature on anti-fast fashion consumption as a part of sustainable and ethical apparel consumption movements. Although traditional consumer research on sustainability has been associated mainly with social and environmental concerns, interest in anti-consumption is expanding, as seen in the current trends in the global fast fashion market. Comprehending why consumers do not consume fast fashion is necessary in order to gain a clearer picture of consumers’ ethical and sustainable apparel consumption behavior. Through the results, we can understand global consumers’ anti-consumption of fast fashion, diagnose the current status of fast fashion in the global market, and suggest future directions for fast fashion retailers.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Fast Fashion

Over the past decade, the fast fashion phenomenon has revolutionized the textile and apparel industry. “Fast fashion” is a term used by fashion retailers to express the designs and styles that capture current fashion trends [31]. Fast fashion refers to designs that reflect the quick response to up-to-date trend or styles moving swiftly from runway to stores to increase the product value and demand for short-cycle fashion products [32,33]. Fast fashion retailers aim to shorten the lead time in supply chain management (SCM) and pursue rapid responsiveness to the diverse needs of consumers [34]. The standard lead time from the catwalk to consumers is approximately six months in the conventional system. In comparison, fast fashion retailers such as ZARA, H&M, MANGO, and Topshop, thrive on a fast cycle and introduce new products weekly to attract fashion consumers.

Fashion brands compete not only on price but also on their ability to deliver a “refresh” product [35]. From the perspective of consumers, fast fashion is often characterized by the simultaneous presentation of runway styles and affordable pricing. Cachon and Swinney [36] indicate that fast fashion retailers have distinct value in terms not only of quick response capability as a production system but also of enhanced design offerings. These strategies of fast fashion (i.e., enhanced design and quick response) achieve mass-market gratification by delivering products with style at an affordable price immediately.

The advantages of fast fashion (e.g., up-to-date styles, affordable price, quick response to consumers’ demand, etc.) has allowed the industry to expand into international markets to incorporate new technologies and the supply chain and to search for new suppliers and new consumers’ scope [37]. Martinez-Barreiro [38] indicated that the pioneer of this internalization was “Benetton”, which had the six-month lead-time of their products outsourced. Then, the next group of internationalized
fashion companies such as “GAP” reduced the product cycle to two months. The “ZARA” brand, which belonged to the Inditex group, was able to reduce the lead-time to up to two weeks, making it one of the most successful fashion retailers on the globe. ZARA was launched in 1975 and entered a new market abroad in 1988. Childs and Jin [39] found that fast fashion retailers, such as ZARA and H&M, rapidly internationalized their business in the 2000s, expanding specifically to the Asian countries.

However, despite its rapid growth in the global market, the fast fashion industry is still confronted with social, ethical, and environmental problems from the production to inventory process. Several media outlets have reported on ethical issues, such as poor working conditions and the exploitation of child labor, as well as environmental issues such as tons of apparel waste due to overconsumption and increased emissions of toxic chemicals due to fast fashion [40]. With these issues, consumers are becoming increasingly aware of the status of sustainability in the fast fashion industry.

2.2. Challenge to Fast Fashion

2.2.1. Dark Sides of Fast Fashion

Previous research has questioned the ethics of the fast fashion industry [8,41]. The general premise of fast fashion is that new styles with cheap prices should be offered in stores every week, which can be achieved by employing workers in underdeveloped nations, using cheap hazardous materials, and copying a pre-made design [42]. The overconsumption of fast fashion has had adverse effects on the earth’s natural resources and also raises social and ethical problems, giving rise to the emergence of the anti-consumption of fast fashion. For example, last year, the “school global strike” involved more than one hundred nations and millions of young students around the world. In Portugal, over 20,000 students in 51 cities protested against the current status of the country’s environmental policies; “There is no planet B” or “Our future is on your hands” were some slogans supported by Generation Z [23]. In other words, consumers resist, reject, or reduce their consumption of the goods and services of fast fashion [23,43] because of social, environmental, and ethical issues.

Fast fashion retailers depend on low-wage workers in underdeveloped countries to keep costs down, make clothes in less time, and meet the lead time. These employees are not only not paid adequate living wages, but also labor under poor working conditions, are exposed to hazardous chemicals and the health risks associated with repetitive motion tasks, and even suffer abuse from managers [44,45]. Even though most of these workers are not employed directly by fast fashion retailers, these global companies are not free from increasing criticism of the ethical and social problems associated with sweatshops in developing countries.

The fast fashion industry consumes a tremendous amount of textile material from natural and chemical sources and utilizes various processing methods in manufacturing their final products. Cost-sensitive manufacturing often leads to environmental hazards. Approximately 90% of clothes manufactured by fast fashion retailers are made with cotton or polyester, both associated with environmental harm to the ecosystem due to releasing toxic chemical pollution and emitting carbon dioxide during processing [42,44,46]. Textile dyeing is a crucial cause of water pollution because contaminated water carrying toxicants from the dyeing process can flow into the local water system, thereby affecting the health of living things [46,47]. Even though the harmful effects of textile production on ecosystems occur frequently in the global textile supply chain, fast fashion is the main culprit because of the nature of mass-production and mass-consumption.

Adding to the environmental impact of fast fashion are intellectual property concerns. Fast fashion relies on imitating haute couture andcopying ready-to-wear designs from around the world to keep up with trends and fashionable styles on a daily basis [34,48–50]. Such copying enables fast fashion retailers to reduce the time of the creative process and meet the lead-time from design planning to the distribution of merchandise within a few weeks. In addition to replicating luxury brands, some fast fashion retailers also copy other fast fashion retailers to sell products at even lower prices [42]. Such instantaneous copying of designs in other fashion retailers causes another problem in consumers’
circular use of apparel. Consumers are not only purchasing new styles but disposing of outdated fashion at a rapid rate [8,9]. In this regard, fast fashion is occasionally called “McFashion” [51], which means fast and convenient fashion, similar to McDonald’s, or “disposable fashion” that is used and simply thrown away.

2.2.2. Consumer Ethics and Sustainability in Fast Fashion

Consumers nowadays are interested in social and environmental concerns, and this tendency to be “ethical” and “sustainable” has come to the forefront in terms of consumers’ buying patterns. Over the past decade, “ethical” and “sustainable” issues have become important in the fashion industry [52]. As an attempt to create a sustainable initiative in the fashion industry, the “Garment Worker Diaries” project began in 2016 to improve the transparency of global supply chains. The Microfinance Opportunities (MFO), in collaboration with local research firms in Bangladesh, India, and Cambodia, collected data related to women’s working status in each country weekly for a year. The “Fashion Transparency Index” reported from the Fashion Revolution showed annually how much the world’s largest fashion brands and retailers disclose their social and environmental policies, practices, and impacts. These kinds of projects encourage fashion brands to account for the human rights and environmental impacts of their practices. Many previous studies have highlighted the increasing emphasis on ethics and sustainability in fashion consumption. Pookulangara and Shephard [53] reported that people believe the slow fashion movement is an ideal situation with which to proceed for the future. The slow fashion movement focuses on sustainability, fair labor conditions, and high-quality timeless clothing [14,54], and the direction appears to be the opposite of fast fashion. Fletcher [5] argued that the high-quality/high-pricing strategy of slow fashion would make consumers perceive more value for the brands and products, encouraging them to keep the item longer rather than discarding them shortly after purchase. Jägel et al. [55] explored the motivation driving sustainable or ethical fashion consumption. The participants reported a relatively high incidence of ethical values, such as social justice, equality, and supporting the environment. Gam [56] revealed that consumers’ fashion orientation, shopping orientation, environmental concerns, and eco-friendly behaviors are factors that increase purchase intentions toward environmentally friendly clothing. Diddi and Yan [57] explored consumers’ specific barriers and motivations to engage in clothing repair and their likelihood to participate in clothes and community mending events as a specific sustainable behavior. Moreover, a growing number of studies have argued that consumers are interested in environmentally and ethically conscious consumption [5,53,55,56] and are often willing to pay more for “green” products or “sweat-free” goods [58,59].

In terms of research exploring the sustainability issue associated with fast fashion, Blasi et al. [21] conducted a social network analysis and found that eco-friendly perception influenced brand image positively, with this effect being much higher for luxury than for fast fashion brands. This difference between luxury and fast fashion brands indicates that the recent tendency of fashion luxury brands is to consider treating environmental issues as part of their core business, which is the opposite for fast fashion brands. Stringer et al. [20] found that consumers’ level of concern toward the environment and animal welfare had a positive effect on purchase intentions toward fast fashion brands that were ethically marked. Kim and Oh [40] quantitatively tested the associations of the keyword “eco-friendly fabric” and found that it had the most significant influence on building a sustainable brand image for fast fashion. These findings from previous research indicate that people are likely to aim for “responsible consumerism”, reflecting a shift in the overall consumption consciousness and consumption patterns to a sustainable one [40,60]. More critically, young consumers, particularly Gen-Y consumers, show higher interests in the sustainability issues in the fast fashion industry. Even though young consumers are the main target customers for fast fashion brands, their preference for fast fashion is changing because of environmental problems (e.g., pollution and waste caused by manufacturing and production), human rights issues in developing countries where the clothing items are manufactured, and the copying of popular luxury brand designs. According to Marques et al.’s paper [23], the Z and M
generations in Europe (e.g., Portugal, Germany, Spain, etc.) mounted protests against politicians, businessmen, and consumers to declare a “climate emergency”. In particular, this action has been directed towards the clothing and textiles industries, which are considered key players (e.g., fast fashion brands) in increasing pollution and the carbon footprint. This situation where young consumers favor both fast fashion and sustainable consumption simultaneously can be called the paradox of sustainable fashion [30]. In the light of the many studies on consumers’ environmental and sustainable concerns about fashion consumption, the lack of theoretical and conceptual works in the field and the scarce amount of empirical evidence on their anti-fashion consumption need to be addressed.

2.3. Fast Fashion Avoidance

2.3.1. Brand Avoidance

“Brand avoidance” refers to incidents in which people purposely choose to reject a brand [61], or dissatisfaction leading to brand avoidance and switching [62]. In the study on dissatisfaction conducted by Oliva et al. [62], the term brand avoidance was used as the anti-thesis of brand loyalty, and was considered similar to brand switching. Oliva et al. [62] proposed that consumers’ dissatisfaction leads to brand avoidance or brand switching; however, brand switching is a pattern of behavior associated with the change from one brand to another, while brand avoidance focuses specifically on brand rejection [61]. The majority of previous research on brand avoidance has explored the factors motivating it. Thompson et al. [63] explored consumers’ anti-Starbucks behavior and determined that inauthentic brand meanings motivate consumers to avoid the Starbucks brand. Rindell et al. [64] indicated that consumers that place strong value on consumption (e.g., ethical value) are likely to reject brands in terms of brands’ persistency and explicitness.

Brand avoidance has been observed from the context of anti-consumption [65], indicating more stable and long-term reasons for rejection. Lee et al. [61] also use the term anti-consumption with brand avoidance interchangeably. Similar to brand avoidance, anti-consumption is associated with a reduction in general consumption [66] or the consumption of specific brands or products [67]. Anti-consumption also includes consumer behaviors of decreased consumption by reusing and recycling products. Although the majority of consumer studies have focused on the positive consumption of brands, interest in anti-consumption is increasing. Hence, understanding why consumers prefer not to consume a specific brand is important.

Previous research on brand avoidance has mainly focused on unidimensional factors driving brand avoidance [62–64]. However, Lee et al. [61] explored the motivation for the anti-consumption of certain brands and revealed three types of brand avoidance—namely, experiential, identity, and moral brand avoidance. Consumers are likely to show experiential brand avoidance because of the gap between their expectations and brand performance (i.e., unmet expectations) in terms of poor performance, inconvenience, and unpleasant store environments. Consumers exhibit identity brand avoidance when they face incongruence between brands’ symbolic meaning and individual’s self-identity (i.e., symbolic meaning). Finally, moral brand avoidance is motivated by ideological incompatibility based on consumers’ political and socio-economic beliefs. Lee et al. [68] also added deficit-value avoidance to the three types of brand avoidance and identified four types of reasons for brand avoidance—namely, experiential, identity, moral, and deficit-value avoidance. Deficit-value avoidance occurs when a brand is perceived to have an unacceptable price compared to its benefit. Consumers might avoid brands perceived as low-quality and that consequently are deficient in value [68]. Furthermore, Knittel et al. [69] found that an additional type of brand avoidance—that is, advertising avoidance among Generation Y. Advertising, including content, a celebrity endorser, music, and the response to the advertisement can generally influence consumers’ decision-making on what they do or do not buy [69].
2.3.2. Fast Fashion Avoidance Belief

Kim et al. [25] used the brand avoidance model suggested by Lee et al. [61] as a basis to investigate the conceptual structure of fast fashion avoidance, with particular focus on the negative beliefs of fast fashion. The authors first suggested eight types of negative beliefs surrounding fast fashion (i.e., poor performance, overly trendy style, big store discomfort, lack of personal help, inauthenticity, deindividuation, irresponsibility, and foreignness) from the analysis of blog contents [25]. The structure of negative beliefs was confirmed through a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) with the data in a web-based online survey. Accordingly, they presented second-order factors with “unmet expectations”, “symbolic incongruence”, and “ideological incompatibility”.

Unmet expectations are reflected in four types of negative beliefs, including those related to poor performance, overly trendy style, big store discomfort, and the lack of personal help. Poor performance refers to the low product quality of fast fashion (e.g., stitching, materials, and durability). The overly trendy style indicates whether fast fashion styles are considered trendy and sensitive to changing trends. Big store discomfort refers to the inconvenience caused by the size of a store (e.g., too big to browse the merchandise in the store, thus making the customers feel discomfort), while the lack of personal help pertains to a salesperson’s service in a store.

The second construct, symbolic incongruence, is reflected in inauthenticity and deindividuation. Inauthenticity is related to the replication of the designs of famous brands, including imitating haute couture and copying ready-to-wear designs from around the world. It also describes fast fashion styles as being not original and having excessive mass appeal. Deindividuation is associated with the expression of personality through fast fashion. For example, if people think that clothes in fast fashion are all the same pieces and have no creativity and because everyone shops at the same place, they may have a negative belief associated with deindividuation.

Additionally, irresponsibility and foreignness are confirmed as representing the final construct—namely, ideological incompatibility. Irresponsibility is the concept related to sustainability, including environmental concerns and labor issues (e.g., unfair labor, child labor, dangerous work environments). Foreignness represents the psychological dissonance and cultural distance caused by individual identity damage under cultural pressure during fast fashion consumption. Cavender and Lee [70] explored the fashion leaders’ motivations and attitudes toward slow versus fast fashion. The findings showed that sustainability awareness had a positive effect on the orientation to slow fashion consumption but did not have any significant effect on the drivers of fast fashion avoidance. The result also revealed that consumers’ orientation to consume slow fashion had a positive influence on several fast fashion avoidance drivers, including deindividuation and irresponsibility. Kim et al. [25] also identified the effects of the eight negative beliefs on the behavioral intentions of fast fashion avoidance. The results of a multiple regression analysis showed that poor performance, deindividuation, and foreignness increased consumers’ behavioral intention to avoid fast fashion brand consumption. However, inauthenticity had a negative effect on behavioral intention. In particular, deindividuation was the most critical factor driving fast fashion avoidance, followed by foreignness, inauthenticity, and poor performance. The interesting results of this previous study could help fast fashion brands to understand what consumers want and why they choose to avoid fast fashion.

3. Methodology

3.1. Research Questions

In the past decades, fast fashion has emerged as a global trend, causing consumers to purchase multiple clothes at once and discard them easily, which has resulted in the shortening of the lifecycle of apparel consumption and increasing fashion waste. Meanwhile, the movement on environmental and social welfare caused by non-ethical fast fashion practices has also been growing, placing into question the future of fast fashion and its direction. Hence, to identify the direction and prospects of fast fashion, this study seeks to identify consumers’ negative beliefs that drive fast fashion avoidance in Korea and Spain. The specific research aims are constructed as follows:
• RQ1. We will examine the conceptual structure of fast fashion avoidance beliefs in Korea and Spain.
• RQ2. We will identify the effects of negative beliefs on the anti-consumption behavioral intention towards fast fashion in Korea and Spain.

3.2. Measurement

The measurements of fast fashion avoidance beliefs were based on Kim et al. [25]. Kim et al. [25] identified eight fast fashion avoidance beliefs under three dimensions: (1) the “unmet expectation” dimension, which includes poor performance, overly trendy styles, and big store discomfort; (2) the “symbolic incongruence” dimension, which includes deindividuation and inauthenticity; and (3) the “ideological incompatibility” dimension, which includes irresponsibility and foreignness. Fast fashion avoidance beliefs were measured using 26 items for the eight sub-dimensions. Anti-fast fashion consumption was defined as avoidance behavioral intention towards fast fashion and was measured using three items. These items were originated by Kim et al. [25]. The three items measure the level of agreement of consumers to the statements describing negative behavioral intention to visit stores, shop, and recommend to others.

The measurement scales for the Korean study were translated into Spanish. The Spanish scales were retranslated to Korean and compared with the original scale to ensure the validity and reliability of the translated scales. The measurements were then confirmed by modifying the words used.

Demographics and fashion involvement were measured to compare the characteristics of consumers in Korea and Spain. The measurement scale for fashion involvement included interest in clothing and a tendency to consider clothes (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.833$). A five-point Likert scale was used to measure the multi-item scales.

3.3. Data Collection

3.3.1. Spain and Korea

Surveys were conducted in the capital cities of Seoul and Madrid to compare the fast fashion avoidance between Korea and Spain, respectively. As of 2019, Spain has an estimated population of 46.74 million, which is similar to Korea’s population of 51.34 million. The economic statuses of the two countries are likewise relatively similar. The 2018 gross domestic product (GDP) in Korea is $1,619,424 million, and it is $1,425,865 million in Spain. The two countries are also similar in the sales volume and value of the fashion industry. Data from Statista indicate that the fashion market in Korea (excluding footwear and jewelry) was worth $24,252 million in 2017 and ranked 11th in the world in the value of the apparel retail market. Similarly, the apparel retail market in Spain was worth $21,402 million in 2017 (12th in the world).

Although the fashion market sizes of Korea and Spain appear similar to each other, the fast fashion market in these countries followed a different pattern. Korean consumers first experienced global fast fashion brands in their domestic market in the early 2000s. The global fast fashion brands had high annual growth rates at the early stage after entering the Korean market [71]. Given the early success of global fast fashion brands in the Korean market, Korean fashion companies launched domestic fast fashion brands, where the market size of the top 3 fast fashion brands (e.g., ZARA, H&M, and UNIQLO) was worth $1653 million in 2018, based on the annual report of each brand.

Spain is the home of many global fast fashion brands, such as ZARA and MANGO. The top 15 retailers in Spain are fast fashion brands, with ZARA taking the first spot, followed by Primark and H&M. In this regard, fast fashion in Spain has matured over time and has become the mainstream in the fashion market since 1975. Therefore, fast fashion has become inherent in consumers’ life beyond simply popular fashion trends. By contrast, Korean consumers are likely to consider fast fashion as one of the popular fashion trends that will pass.
3.3.2. Samples

The subjects were consumers who had experiences shopping in fast fashion. In the study, fast fashion was defined as well-known brands such as ZARA, MANGO, H&M, Topshop, and Forever21, which are representatives of current fast fashion trends for young females in Korea and Spain. These fast fashion retailers provide designs and styles to capture current fashion trends [1,31], and their target consumers consist mainly of young females. Young consumers have a favorable attitude toward fast fashion and sustainable consumption simultaneously [30]. Thus, we can explain the sustainable fashion paradox by identifying why young consumers in Korea and Spain avoid fast fashion.

Following Kim et al. [25], the study collected data from female consumers with ages between 20 and 39 years who had at least one experience of purchasing from fast fashion retailers. Data were collected through convenience sampling in both countries. In Spain, the survey was conducted in person, and in Korea it was conducted through an online survey using research panel data from July to August 2016. Four unreliable responses from the data collected in Spain were excluded from the analysis. A total of 427 complete responses were collected (i.e., 224 and 203 samples in Korea and Spain, respectively). In terms of age, 63.2% of the Korean sample were in their 20s and 36.8% were in their 30s. In Spain, 70.4% of the samples were in their 20s and 29.6% were in their 30s.

Income, fashion expenditure, and fashion involvement were compared to confirm the similarities in consumption among the samples in the two countries. No significant difference was observed in the average monthly income of households in Korea and Spain (Table 1). Although the average expenditure on fashion products is higher in Korea than in Spain (mean in Korea = $13, mean in Spain = $10, t = 5.184, p = 0.000), no significant difference was observed in the fashion involvement of the two countries (mean in Korea = 4.969, mean in Spain = 4.751, t = 1.829, p = 0.068). Thus, the samples of the two countries are confirmed to be similar in terms of fashion consumption, and thus the study was conducted based on the samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Korea (n = 224)</th>
<th>Spain (n = 203)</th>
<th>t-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly income of households</td>
<td>$3900</td>
<td>$3580</td>
<td>1.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fashion expenditure</td>
<td>$13</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>5.184 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fashion involvement</td>
<td>4.969</td>
<td>4.751</td>
<td>1.829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p < 0.001.

4. Results

4.1. Structure of Fast Fashion Avoidance Beliefs: Korea vs. Spain

First, the structure of beliefs on fast fashion avoidance was analyzed to test if the proposed model fits data through a second-order confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using AMOS 23.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).

In Korea, the construct structure was found to fit the data. Figure 1 shows that fast fashion avoidance beliefs, such as poor performance, overly trendy style, big store discomfort, and the lack of personal help, were specified to reflect unmet expectations. Meanwhile, inauthenticity and deindividuation were confirmed to represent the higher construct of symbolic incongruence, and ideological incompatibility was reflected in irresponsibility and foreignness ($\chi^2 = 275.128, df = 141, p = 0.000$, normed $\chi^2 = 1.951$, goodness of fit index (GFI) = 0.883, comparative fit index (CFI) = 0.937, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.065).
In Spain, unmet expectations were reflected in poor performance, big store discomfort, and the lack of help. The higher-order construct of symbolic style, which consisted of overly trendy style, inauthenticity, and irresponsibility, was confirmed as a higher-order construct (Figure 2). Deindividuation and foreignness were not included in the avoidance beliefs in fast fashion in Spain. Consumers in Spain are not likely to perceive foreignness and deindividuation as negative beliefs of fast fashion, which is understandable considering the long history and birth of fast fashion brands in Spain.

A competing model was specified, and a second-order CFA was conducted to confirm the superiority of the proposed model structure (Figure 3). For the competing model (Figure 4), the overly trendy style was specified to reflect unmet expectations, and inauthenticity was independently constructed as a higher-order factor. A comparison of the $\chi^2$ differences (Table 2) showed that the fit index of the proposed model is superior to that of the competing model. Hence, no significant difference exists between the two models ($\Delta \chi^2/df = 22.527, p < 0.001$).
Figure 2. Spain: second-order confirmatory factor analysis. Notes: $\chi^2 = 165.288$, $df = 96$, $p = 0.000$, normed $\chi^2 = 1.722$, GFI = 0.913, CFI = 0.948, RMSEA = 0.060. All the estimates are statistically significant at $p < 0.05$.

Figure 3. Proposed model.

Figure 4. Competing model.
Table 2. Competing model comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(\chi^2)</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Normed (\chi^2)</th>
<th>(\Delta\chi^2/df)</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed model</td>
<td>165.288</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1.722</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competing model</td>
<td>187.815</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>1.936</td>
<td>22.527 (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of the measurement model test (Table 3) indicates that the specified model fit was satisfactory in Korea (\(\chi^2 = 203.231, df = 124, p = 0.000\), normed \(\chi^2 = 1.639\), GFI = 0.923, CFI = 0.961, RMSEA = 0.054). All the standard factor loadings of the first-order factors were significant at \(p < 0.01\). The Cronbach’s alpha values of all the constructs exceeded 0.70. The average variance extracted (AVE) for the eight constructs ranged from 0.503 to 0.779, and the composite reliability (CR) was from 0.600 to 0.744. The values for AVE and the squared correlation of constructs were compared with each pair of constructs to examine the discriminant validity. In Korea and Spain, all the squared correlations were lower than the corresponding AVEs. Thus, the discriminant validity of the constructs was satisfactory.

Table 3. Measurement model of fast fashion avoidance beliefs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs and Items</th>
<th>Korea</th>
<th>Spain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard Factor Loading ((\lambda))</td>
<td>Chronbach's (\alpha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1 Stitching is not strong enough</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2 Product quality is not good enough</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3 Cheap material is used</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overly trendy styles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X4 Styles are too trendy to use for a long time</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X5 Styles are too sensitive to the changing trends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big store discomfort</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X6 Clothing displays are not well organized</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X7 Waiting time for a cashier is too long</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of personal help</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X8 It is hard to get help from salespeople</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X9 Salespeople at stores are rude</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X10 There are only a few salespeople available</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inauthenticity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X11 Styles are similar to other brands</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X12 Styles have too much mass appeal</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X13 Styles are dull</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>0.849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deindividuation</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X14 Fast fashion makes it hard to express my personality</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X15 Fast fashion makes it hard to create my style</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irresponsibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X16 Fast fashion contaminates the environment</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X17 Fast fashion exploits labor in less developed countries</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreignness</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X18 Fast fashion stimulates over-consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X19 Fast fashion ruins my fashion</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X20 Fast fashion perverts traditional culture</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: All \(\lambda\) were statistically significant at \(p < 0.001\). Korea: \(\chi^2 = 203.231, df = 124, p = 0.000\), normed \(\chi^2 = 1.639\), GFI = 0.923, CFI = 0.961, RMSEA = 0.054. Spain: \(\chi^2 = 141.415, df = 89, p = 0.000\), normed \(\chi^2 = 1.589\), GFI = 0.914, CFI = 0.963, RMSEA = 0.054.

The results show that fast fashion avoidance beliefs are formed differently in the two countries. Korean consumers have unmet expectations, symbolic incongruence, and ideological incompatibility of fast fashion avoidance beliefs as referred to in previous studies [25,61]. In Spain, deindividuation and foreignness are excluded from fast fashion avoidance beliefs. Unmet expectations, symbolic style,
and irresponsibility dimensions are formed as higher-order avoidance beliefs. These three dimensions are also supported by Lee et al. [61], who argued that brand avoidance was evoked by experiential, symbolic, and moral motivations.

4.2. Effects of Fast Fashion Avoidance Beliefs on Anti-Fast Fashion Consumption

Anti-Fast fashion consumption was estimated by three items. A Cronbach’s alpha of 0.929 indicated satisfactory internal consistency for the construct. A multiple regression analysis was conducted to test the effects of fast fashion avoidance beliefs on anti-consumption by countries (Table 4). The R-square values of multiple regressions were 0.399 in Korea and 0.089 in Spain. The explanatory power of fast fashion avoidance beliefs on anti-fast fashion consumption was relatively lower in Spain than in Korea because of the exclusion of foreignness and deindividuation.

Table 4. The effects of fast fashion avoidance beliefs on anti-fast fashion consumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independents Variables</th>
<th>Korea ((n = 224))</th>
<th>Spain ((n = 203))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor performance</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.198 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overly trendy styles</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>−0.174 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big store discomfort</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of personal help</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inauthenticity</td>
<td>−0.042</td>
<td>−0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deindividuation</td>
<td>0.245 **</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irresponsibility</td>
<td>−0.134</td>
<td>0.187 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreignness</td>
<td>0.424 ***</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R^2)</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-value</td>
<td>17.827 ***</td>
<td>3.192 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *** \(p < 0.001\); ** \(p < 0.01\); * \(p < 0.05\).

Consequently, deindividuation \((\beta = 0.245, p < 0.01)\) and foreignness \((\beta = 0.424, p < 0.001)\) had significant effects on anti-consumption intention in Korea. These factors are influential sub-dimensions of fast fashion avoidance beliefs only in Korea and lead to avoiding intention. Consumers in Korea avoid fast fashion when they perceive the foreignness of fast fashion and deindividuation.

In Spain, poor performance \((\beta = 0.198, p < 0.05)\) and irresponsibility \((\beta = 0.187, p < 0.05)\) have significantly positive effects on avoidance behavior. Consumers in Spain have more experience with fast fashion as compared with consumers in Korea’s fast fashion market. The experiences of consumers in Spain enable them to evaluate product attributes substantially and form negative beliefs towards fast fashion performance. Irresponsibility is also a crucial factor leading to the avoidance of fast fashion in Spain. However, overly trendy style has a negative effect on the intention to avoid fast fashion \((\beta = −0.174, p < 0.05)\).

The results show differences of effects among fast fashion avoidance beliefs, which lead to fast fashion anti-consumption behavioral intention. In Korea, negative beliefs about ideological and symbolic aspects of fast fashion consumption are crucial to anti-consumption. We observe a difference with Spain. In Spain, beliefs about the more intrinsic features of fast fashion, such as poor performance and ethical issues such as irresponsibility, have effects on anti-consumption. Interestingly, beliefs about overly trendy styles have a negative effect on anti-consumption behavioral intention. Hence, for consumers in Spain, the overly trendy style of fast fashion is not perceived as a negative but rather as a positive factor that decreases anti-consumption intention with fast fashion brands. As suggested in previous studies [72,73] with knowledge-based evaluation, Spanish consumers have relatively higher levels of expertise and tend to consider experiential information when evaluating fast fashion.
5. Conclusions

5.1. General Discussion

The present study aims to understand consumer’s fast fashion avoidance from the perspective of the sustainable consumption movement. Although the study has limitations in terms of generalizing the results due to convenience sampling in Korea and Spain, we investigated the conceptual structures of fast fashion avoidance beliefs that influence the anti-consumption of fast fashion to diagnose the current stage and suggest the future of fast fashion. Previous studies on anti-fast fashion have focused on the effect of sustainable consumption, such as attitudes toward sustainable fashion [4,40,60], ethical concerns [20,56], and attitudes toward fast fashion [23,24], on purchasing fast fashion. The current study expanded the understanding of anti-fast fashion behavior to determine avoidance beliefs as drivers to evoke avoidance behavior by adopting the framework of fast fashion avoidance. People favoring sustainable movement or ethical consumption does not mean that they avoid fast fashion consumption. In other words, consumers’ anti-fast fashion behavior should be distinguished from behavior associated with sustainability, indicating this study highlights potential strategies that marketers could implement to address brand avoidance.

Spanish consumers are found to form a different structure of identity and morality in their fast fashion avoidance beliefs compared to Korean consumers. Kim et al. [25] indicated that symbolic incongruence consists of inauthenticity and deindividuation as sub-dimensions of negative beliefs. However, the study in Spain found that overly trendy style is reflected in the symbolic style with inauthenticity, and that irresponsibility is formed independently as a dimension of moral avoidance belief. Cavender and Lee [70] studied the US consumers’ fast fashion avoidance and suggested that foreignness was not a sub-dimension of avoidance beliefs, but that localism as the orientation of slow consumption can influence fast fashion avoidance beliefs. The findings imply that negative beliefs about fast fashion are due to the evaluation of the fast fashion brand’s products and services as well as the invasion of individual identity in the process of fashion diffusion. In Spain, inauthenticity (mean = 4.957) and overly trendy style (mean = 4.867), which are in symbolic style as identity dimensions of avoidance beliefs, have higher values than the other constructs, as shown in Table 5. Generally, consumers in Spain are likely to perceive a high level of identity invasion by fast fashion, and the negative belief of symbolic congruence is identified to avoid fast fashion.

In terms of the effect of fast fashion avoidance beliefs on the anti-consumption of fast fashion, deindividuation and foreignness have positive effects on the anti-consumption of fast fashion in Korea. Meanwhile, unmet expectations and irresponsibility positively affect avoidance behavior in Spain. Interestingly, overly trendy style has a negative effect on the anti-consumption of fast fashion. This result corresponds to the expressive aspect of apparel, such as design, which does not cause dissatisfaction but satisfaction. Although fast fashion focuses on limited time use and disposal due to the speedy supply of trendy products [74], consumers in Spain may consider fast fashion styles to be a normative standard, based on many previous studies that focused on the positive aspects of fast fashion [36,75,76]. Thus, the overly trendy style of fast fashion weakens the anti-consumption of fast fashion in Spain. Fast fashion plays a leading role in domestic fashion consumption because Spain can be regarded as an origin country where fast fashion brands such as ZARA and MANGO were first launched.
Table 5. Construct mean of fast fashion avoidance beliefs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Korea (n = 224)</th>
<th>Spain (n = 203)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor performance</td>
<td>4.019</td>
<td>4.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overly trendy styles</td>
<td>4.133</td>
<td>4.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big store discomfort</td>
<td>3.544</td>
<td>4.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of personal help</td>
<td>3.620</td>
<td>4.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inauthenticity</td>
<td>4.041</td>
<td>4.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deindividuation</td>
<td>3.515</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irresponsibility</td>
<td>3.818</td>
<td>4.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreignness</td>
<td>3.037</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These different patterns of results in Korea and Spain can be explained in two ways. First, even though the fast fashion industry has been well established in both countries, their status in the growth cycle is quite different. According to the industry growth model [77,78], an industry in the growth phase of profitability begins as products gradually attract the attention of a mass market. In comparison, in the maturity stage, the majority of the companies in the industry are already well-established and the industry has already reached its saturation point. Products at this stage become more common and popular among the general public because their customers’ demands are generally high and consistent. The fast fashion market in Korea can be regarded as a less mature market as compared to Spain, and therefore the different stages of the growth cycle in these countries can influence consumers’ fast fashion avoidance beliefs.

Second, consumers in Spain and Korea are likely to have different levels of fast fashion knowledge and familiarity based on their accumulated experiences in their respective markets. Previous studies have explained that the level of consumers’ domain-specific knowledge can lead to different decision-making processes [79,80]. More specifically, in Korea, where fast fashion retail is in a less matured stage (vs. Spain), perceptual issues, such as foreignness and deindividuation, rather than product relevant information, influence consumer behavioral intention of fast fashion anti-consumption. Given that Korean consumers lack sufficient experience in fast fashion as compared with Spanish consumers, their awareness of social issues, such as the spread of fast fashion in society and industrial infringement, is linked perceptually to their negative beliefs about fast fashion, thereby triggering anti-consumption sentiments. Similarly, Karaosman et al. [81] examined the relationship between consumer behavior and ethical fashion by focusing on fast fashion retail through Spanish consumers. They found that Spanish consumers are not likely to link ethics to the fast fashion industry. Furthermore, the ethical communication of fashion brands is not considered transparent, indicating that Spanish consumers are sensitive to social and environmental issues related to fast fashion. In original fast fashion markets, such as Spain, consumers do not perceive foreignness as a negative belief of fast fashion, which means that fast fashion ruins domestic fashion and traditional culture. Hence, foreignness is important only to Korean consumers when deciding to avoid fast fashion. Spanish consumers also have had substantially diverse experiences of fast fashion brands for a long time. Although fast fashion provides trendy products promptly [1,31], the low quality of products and the notion of disposable fashion are considered as negative aspects [25,74]. Given their accumulated experiences in fast fashion, Spanish consumers can build the criteria with which to decide whether they consume or avoid fast fashion, specifically in terms of product-relevant information. Prior-built schema on fast fashion in Spanish consumers may be associated with a negative belief, specifically unmet expectations.

5.2. Theoretical and Managerial Implications

The findings of this empirical study provide several contributions to the existing literature on sustainable consumption in the apparel area. First, this study enriches anti-consumption research by identifying consumers’ fast fashion avoidance behavior. This study challenges the work of previous studies that were conducted as conceptual papers or exploratory studies. The results of the current
study can be helpful in understanding consumers’ anti-consumption associated with the apparel usage process because the data from both Korea and Spain are collected and analyzed empirically.

Second, through the findings of the study, we can clarify consumers’ behaviors associated with sustainable fast fashion consumption, which is a highly contested concept [30]. Young consumers prefer fast fashion because of its cheap price and trendy style while simultaneously supporting the sustainable movement in the fashion industry. However, this study revealed that young consumers in Korea and Spain indicated their intention to avoid fast fashion consumption in terms of unmet expectations, symbolic incongruence, and ideological incompatibility. In particular, Spanish consumers who have diverse experiences with fast fashion brands for a long time hesitate to consume fast fashion because of social or environmental concerns, such as the irresponsibility aspect, whereas the physical aspects of fast fashion, such as the overly trendy style, did not matter at all to Spain consumers. Based on this result, we can understand consumers’ anti-fast fashion consumption, which is a distinct concept from sustainable consumption. Thus, the argument of previous studies (i.e., young consumers are taking contradictory steps in fast fashion consumption) should start by distinguishing between the terms anti-consumption and sustainable consumption.

Third, this study reconfirms the conceptual structure and sub-dimensions of fast fashion avoidance beliefs. Kim et al. [25] suggested and confirmed the conceptual structure of fast fashion avoidance beliefs and we reconfirmed and showed its satisfactory validity and reliability in Korea and Spain. Cavender and Lee [70] also identified fast fashion avoidance beliefs based on Kim et al.’s structure [25] in the US. This study’s findings also revealed that the conceptual structure and its sub-dimensions of fast fashion avoidance beliefs can differ based on the growth stage of fast fashion and consumers’ accumulated experience. In the mature stage of fast fashion in particular, the construct of avoidance beliefs must be retested to ensure the validity of the high-ordered structure. Nevertheless, this study is also limited in terms of generalizing the results to consumers avoiding fast fashion because the data collected came from young consumers only. Hence, future research may expand the study to include various consumers with diverse fast fashion experiences.

In comparing consumers’ fast fashion experiences, further studies are required to test the formation of avoidance beliefs and predict the behavior of sustainable fashion consumption. Previous studies [4,23,24] referred the gap between attitudes and behaviors of fast fashion. Kim et al. [25] suggested the moderating effects of the lack of alternatives between the beliefs and behaviors of fast fashion avoidance. Considering that a difference in consumer experiences according to the fast fashion retailing stage exists, confirming whether anti-fast fashion behavior is induced by the consumers’ characteristics and fast fashion-buying behaviors is important.

In terms of managerial implications, fast fashion retailers can adapt our findings in formulating a strategy for corporate social responsibility (CSR). CSR has become an important factor that can trigger anti-action when the demand is not met. For fast fashion brands, social responsibility is required to strengthen future marketing strategies. These strategies can be established based on consumers’ negative fast fashion beliefs. For example, because fast fashion brands have been key players for a long time in the domestic fashion industry, Spanish consumers are more sensitive to fast fashion retailers’ irresponsibility as environmental and ethical concerns, rather than products’ physical aspects as a social concern associated with the intellectual property issue. In contrast, Korean consumers, who are less knowledgeable and experienced, will focus on whether fast fashion ruin individuals’ personalities (i.e., deindividuation) or cultural base authenticity (i.e., foreignness). In this regard, fast fashion retailers in the mature market can attract consumers by promoting their ethical and sustainable concerns and attempts (e.g., slogans for “we love the environment” or “we care for our employees in the developing countries”). Fast fashion retailers in a less mature or growing market can appeal to their generality, which is not harmful to individuals’ personalities or cultural aspects (e.g., slogans for “we are one globally” or “we are the same”). These distinct CSR strategies can help fast fashion retailers to turn back consumers’ anti-consumption behavior and prepare for a bright future under social and ethical consumption movements.
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